Virtual Bingo for Books

Friday, February 19th, from 6:30pm-7:30pm will be High Plain's first VIRTUAL Bingo for Books. This has been a well attended event in years past and we are going to take the fun to your homes and play online this year! There will be gift cards for winners and we hope a good time will be had by everyone. Look for email communication with a link to sign up soon! We hope you and your family can make it!
New Bison Spirit Wear on Sale Now!

Guess what, Bison? HPS Spirit Wear is now available for purchase online! Shena Schultz, our Volunteer Coordinator, has created some new Spirit Wear styles with new and improved colors, expanded sizing, and the capability to personalize your purchase. Would you like to add your student's name or the school year? You can do that now when you order online through the "Mickie and Mum" website. When checking out, please put student and teacher names in the "order note" box so we can get an idea of what classes are ordering. There is no need to pay for shipping. We will make sure your order is either sent to your student's classroom or available for neighborhood pick-up. Thank you Shena for updating our Bison wardrobes!
Hello High Plains! My name is Shena Schultz and I am the Volunteer Coordinator for HPS PTCO. My family took a chance after a vacation in June 2019 and decided we would plant roots in Colorado. After our vacation, we went back to Illinois, sold our house, quit our jobs, and made the trek to Loveland in September of 2019. Even with the pandemic, we still love our decision. We are a wolfpack of 5 - my husband of 10 years, Kyle, our daughter McKayla, (or some know her as Mickie), our dog Maggie, and our new kitten, Rosie. After a year of searching, we decided to build our home in the Lakes at Centerra neighborhood. We fell in love with the neighborhood, the views, and the easy walk to school with our kindergartner. In October, we were able to move in and finally nestle into our new home.

"The universe conspires when you follow your heart." - Paulo Coelho

Over the years, I worked as a Project Manager at an engineering and manufacturing company during the day, and at night, while my family was sleeping, I grew my embroidery and screen print shop, Mickie & Mum.
With our kiddo entering kindergarten this school year, being an active member of the school and community is near and dear to my heart. Our teachers and staff work endlessly to encourage growth in our kids. Each day they care for and develop curriculums that inspire their students to the next level of learning. Teaching is an impressive skill that I personally do not possess. To show my gratitude for their dedication, I volunteer with the PTCO to offer support where the teachers and staff request assistance or where we can further the educational experience. Additionally, as a transplant, the HPS PTCO has been a great way to meet other parents and build friendships. Our school is stronger with parent and community involvement, so I hope I can help continue the positive relationship that the PTCO has with High Plains. In my freetime, I enjoy a good adventure whether it's traveling, hiking, swimming, or snowboarding, but not skiing (It's terrifying!). Recently, I have taken up biking and once the weather clears up, I plan on biking up to 30 miles a day on the bike. If I am being completely honest, I truly enjoy a good lazy day snuggled up on the couch. Sometimes that includes reading a book, but mostly it's a great day when I am with my wolfpack.
Support HPS through King Soopers Community Rewards

Thank you to the 22 households who have designated High Plains PTCO as their charity with King Soopers Community Rewards. You helped us earn $240.20 for your shopping from October-December 2020! This is an easy way to raise funds for our school and doesn't cost a thing. You can learn how to set it up on the High Plains PTCO Website.